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FOR HISTORIC PHOTOS I COULD SIMPLY USE WIKI
OR PALESTINE REMEMBERED
√ CHECK MARK INDICATES I’VE FOUND AND PHOTOGRAPHED
✔ Beit Jibrin

21 (km) Northwest of Hebron
See location number #14 on the map
Bayt Jibrin was mostly destroyed with the exception of the village Mosque, an
unidentified shrine, and few houses, see Pictures section for details.
The village contains mosaic floors from two churches dating to the fourth and sixth
centuries, and it was the burial place of Tamim Abu Ruqayya, a companion of the
prophet Muhammad.
Exculsive jewish colonies on town's lands Beyt Guvrin
According to the Palestinian historian Walid Khalidi, the village remaining
structures on the village land are:
"A mosque, an unidentified shrine, and a number of houses are all that remain. The
mosque, which is a stone structure, has a flat roof and round-arched high windows
on all sides, as well as similarly arched doors. Some of the houses are inhabited by
Jews, while others are deserted. One of the houses-a two-storey stone building with
a rectangular door and windows-has been converted into an Israeli restaurant and
outdoor cafe, bearing the Arabic name al-Bustan ('the garden')."

✔ Beit Nattif (for location search with Neliv ha-Lamed-He)

21 (km) Northwest of Hebron

See location number #4 on the map
Many of Bayt Natiff's inhabitants headed for the Hebron hills, and some stayed in
the nearby caves for some time.
Bayt Natiff was completely destroyed, and only house rubble left behind.
Villagers mostly live in Deheishe, 'Aida, and 'Azza Refugee Camps (in the occupied
Bethlehem District)
The Old Testament referred to Bayt Nattif by Tappuach, and the Romans called
it Beyt Letepha.
The village has about a dozen khirbas lay nearby in its vicinity.
Exculsive jewish colonies on town's lands

Neliv ha-Lamed-He, Avi'ezer, Roglit, and
Newe Mikha'el.

According to the Palestinian historian Walid Khalidi, the village remaining
structures on the village land are:
"Piles of rubble that have been cleared by bulldozers are scattered over a wide area.
Six steel beams stand in the midst of the debris at the site's center. In the rubble one
can also see the remnants of arched house entrances."

✔ Ajjur

24 (km) Northwest of Hebron
See location number #5 on the map
'Ajjur was mostly destroyed with the exception of three houses remain standing to
this date.
'Ajjur was the site of the important battle of Ajnadin (A.D. 634), in which the Muslim
Arabs triumphed over the Byzantines, and it also contains other 22 archaeological
sites.
Agur, Tzafririm, Givat Yeshayahu, Li-On, and Tirosh were built on the village lands.
Today, 'Ajjur is inhabited by Kurdish Jews.
In 1992, the Palestinian historian Walid Khalidi described the village: "Only three
houses remain; two are deserted and one has been turned into a warehouse. One of
the deserted houses is a two-storey stone structure that has a large, triple-arched
front porch."

✔ ‘Illar/Ellar/Allar

southwest of Jerusalem
20 km northeast Tulkarm
Two Israeli sites were founded on Allar land in 1950: Mata and Bar Giora.[3]

✔ al qabu (Nidal)

moshav of Mevo Beitar
near tsur hadasa/wadi fukin and el walajah
first right after ckpt (probably coming from Bethlehem)

Remains of the Palestinian village at the site include the church, a mosque, and
a shrine for Shaykh Ahmad al-Umari. The mosque is a square structure, with
a courtyard, and it appears to be built of stones removed from the old church.

√ deir yassin
Kfar Shaul Mental Health Center - שאול כפר החולים בית, 91060, HaRav Raphael
Katsenelbogen St, Jerusalem

Other sites from Linda and Hillary

* Lifta
On the way to beit jibreen/beit guvrin
was a Palestine Arab village on the outskirts of Jerusalem. The population
was evacuated during the early part of the 1947–48 Civil War in Mandatory
Palestine.[4][5][6] During the war, it was settled by Jewish refugees,[7][8][9][10] who
subsequently mostly left in 1969-71, following which parts of the village were
used as drug rehabilitation clinic and a high school. It is located on a hillside
between the western entrance to Jerusalem and the Romema neighbourhood. In
2012, plans to rebuild the village as an upscale neighborhood were rejected by
the Jerusalem District Court.[11] In 2017 the last Jewish residents left Lifta, and
the village area is now an Israeli nature reserve.

* Ein hod
✔ Lydda/Lod (Linda photo)

Hilary and father
"Blessed Are The Peacemakers" - by Rev. Audeh Rantisi

✔ Ramle/Ramla

Alice R?

Caesaria (Linda)
Tantura, now renamed Dor (Linda)
Ramal (Linda-photo)

Aqir (Linda)/Ekron?
Gilboa forest (Linda)
Tzipori (Linda)
Saffuriyya (Linda)
From my earlier notes:
Caesaria
Palestinian village of Tantura, now renamed Dor
Beit Shean archeological museum, road from or to, forest
Tzipori
Gilboa?
Tarshiha (preface)- re-settlement (mostly by Palestinians displaced from their own
villages)
Restaurant in Ein Hod or the large art gallery in Safed were once mosques?
Local grocery store in a small Israeli moshav (village) was once the two-room school
house of a Palestinian village
Bir’im
Summeil, a Palestine village, now part of Tel Aviv
New article Louise sent me

